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Established in the techno world, Fixon has been one of the most outstanding and versatile

musicians from Mexico.

"Everything tastes little" is a mind-blowing release, containing three original tracks and two

remixes from Kessell and Fixeer.

Working as a perfect intro, "Visceral Boredom" is a noisy hypnotic sequence full of grain and hi

pitch harmonics, driving us to connect with the sticky dance floor bombs that all three artists

created.

Spaniard master Kessell have chosen this one to shift into a 4x4 fat monster, that keeps the

muddy hipno vibe going while the kick bass combo obliges the listener to dance fully.

The title track, "Everything tastes little", is a groovy Latin source of inspiration for those who enjoy

cheerful and energetic rhythmic patterns. The constant change in the kick bass relationship

highlights in this wonderful tune.

Cosmic Anguish is the deepest track when it comes to pads and melodic elements, that combined

with a powerful low end creates a mind trap for the listener to loop in.

Fixeer re work of this tune is an astral trip where the pads and synths connect our soul to the

divine.

We truly hope you enjoy this work as much as we do!



 
 
 
 

 

Label head of ANAØH and part of Illegal Alien, born in Mexico City and with more than 24 years as a

professional DJ and more than 18 as a producer working from the studio. Fixon is one of the most respected

renowned and active American artists a broad. In 2008 he published his first release under the Argentine

label MindTrip, by Juan Pablo Pfirter and since then he has not stopped working on countless releases,

regularly presenting his work on labels such as ANAØH, Illegal Alien or MORD. Fixon continually has

presentations through out Mexico, the United States, South America and Europe. Having presentations in

Clubs such as Tresor (Berlin), Fabrik (Madrid), Gare (Porto), Razzmatazz (Barcelona), Utopi4 (Madrid), Bifröst

(Ruan). Since 2016 he has been working on his ANAØH label where he has managed to grant a musical and

graphic identity, launching artists from all over the world, granting a transcendent presencet o the project,

which has more than 80 releases in Vinyl, Cassette and Digital formats.

 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.beatport.com/artist/fixon/73953/tracks
https://soundcloud.com/fixon
https://www.instagram.com/fixon_official/


 
 
 
 

 

 Fixeer is one of the artists with the greatest international projection and the most representative of

the Techno scene in Mexico...

It is part of the prestigious Mexican label Illegal Alien Records, and for the past 16 years it has

trained several generations of DJs and producers in Mexico, at the G Martell music University .

His productions have been supported and played around the world by artists such as Oscar

Mulero, Pfirter, Lewis Fautzi, James Ruskin, DVS1, Sleeparchive, Exium, Tensal, Jonas Kopp, Kessell,

among others, his sessions are characterized by exposing from the Techno more hypnotic to the

hardest and most powerful sound.

Recently at the end of 2017 he has just released his own label called "Human Recs" and has

published his music on great labels such as: Aine (Pole Group Sub label), Granulart Recordings,

Tsunami Records, Faut Section, MindTrip, Seance, Vector Functions, Hardtools Records.

 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.beatport.com/artist/fixeer/155892/tracks
https://soundcloud.com/fixeer
https://www.instagram.com/fixeer_/


 
 
 

Kessell is the alter ego of Valentin Corujo, half of the Exium duo, this is his solo project where he

explores the most liquid of his sonic palette. Granulart Recordings is his new label, physical/digital

label focused on the deepest side of techno with dub influences, classic Detroit sound and 90´s

techno, designed both to release his own stuff as well as music from artists that fit the philosophy of

the label. A label where precision and musicality occur hand in hand with the intention of creating

timeless pieces, outside the passage of time, sounds you can enjoy as a delicatessen over the years. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.beatport.com/artist/kessell/345092/tracks
https://soundcloud.com/kessell
https://www.instagram.com/kesselldj/

